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Outline of the talk
• Three papers and how they relate…
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The problem: Is a given many body system gapped
or gapless?
“The main result of this paper is to show that
the spectral gap for 2D translationally invariant, nearest-neighbour quantum spin
systems on the square lattice, both for open
and periodic boundary conditions, is undecidable.In other words, there cannot exist
any algorithm – no matter how inefficient –
which, given a description of any such
system, determines whether it is gapped or
not.”

A gapless system has continuous
energy spectrum λi(H) above the ground
state.

A gapped system has a unique
ground state λ0(H) and a constant
lower-bound γ on the spectral
gap Δ(H) = λ1 − λ0 in the thermodynamic limit.
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Proof strategy, scope and limitations
The theorem is proven by reducing the
halting problem to the spectral gap
problem (via: low energy properties and
tiling…)

Scope and limitations
•
•
•
•

The spectral gap is one of the most important physical properties of a
quantum many-body system, determining much of its low energy physics
The theorem states that the SGP is “algorithmically undecidable” – i.e.
for specific cases it may be decidable indeed! (Like: Hilbert’s 10th
problem and Fermat!)
The applied model of the many-body system is highly idealized
The result applies to infinite systems only…
• …but shows, that finite systems may change abruptly if made larger
(→ phase transition driven by size, i.e. “more is different”)
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Algorithmic undecidability translates directly into
axiomatic independence1, hence:
Cubitt et al.: Quantum mechanics is incomplete (in the
sense of Gödel’s first theorem)

Question: How do these two strands
of the QM (in-)completeness debate
relate?
1Poonen,

B. (2014) Undecidability problems: a sampler. In: J. Kennedy (Ed.) Interpreting
Gödel: Critical Essays, Cambridge University Press, pp 211-241.
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In 1930 the city of Königsberg hosted the "Tagung für
Erkenntnislehre der exakten Wissenschaften" (in connection with
the "Physiker-, Mathematik- und Naturforscher-Tagung").

First informal announcement of the
incompleteness result by Gödel!
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John von Neumann realized its importance and anticipated the second
incompleteness theorem (“the consistency can not be proven”):

However, at that time the Gödel paper was completed already…
… used the people to think. But Jan von Plato showed otherwise!!!

All this indicates that the major figures in the development
of QM where well aware of Context of Gödel’s discovery…
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Any implication of Gödel (1931) for physics?
Physics applies math – so math being „incomplete“ translates somehow
into physics…
More interesting seems the following (Jammer 1985):
“A physical theory is incomplete if there are physically meaningful
propositions which can not be proved nor disproved by the theory an yet
can be consistently adjoined to it”. (p. 131)
Example (Jammer 1985): The d‘Alembert principle (“constraint forces do
no virtual work“) does not follow from Newtonian mechanics – but can be
consistently added to it → Newtonian mechanics is incomplete.
Hence: Is the completeness of a theory in physics desirable at all? May be
its incompleteness is more fruitful…
However: The question of physics being “complete” or “incomplete” was
apparently never asked in physics before the advent of quantum theory…
Jammer, Max (1985) “The EPR problem and its historical development“ In: Lahti & Mittelstaedt (Eds.)
Symposium on the Foundation of Modern Physics, World Scientific, Singapore.
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“Completeness” and quantum mechanics

• The claim of quantum theory being “complete” was
apparently brought up by Bohr in 1927.
• Already at that time Einstein developed thought experiments
to challenge this alleged completeness (QM’s statistical predictions might be grounded in hitherto “unknown elements”).
• In 1930 John von Neumann found a proof of the
impossibility of “hidden variables” (published 1932
in his “Mathematische Grundlagen der Quantenmechanik”, English edition in 1955; apparently
translated until 1949):
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John von Neumann on completeness and
hidden variables

According to Jammer (1985) this was viewed as a proof of the “absolute
completeness” of quantum mechanics (in the sense of Tarski, 1930).
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QM in a nutshell
(i) A state of a system is described by a wave function 𝝍(x) or |𝝍〉
(with: 𝝍(x)=〈x|𝝍〉). It is the solution of the Schrödinger equation (SE):
𝑖ℎ 𝜕𝝍
2𝜋 𝜕𝑡

=H∙ 𝝍

time evolution: 𝝍 𝑡 = 𝝍0 ∙ 𝑒

−

𝑖2𝜋
ℎ

H“( ݐunitary” (𝑈 −1 = 𝑈 † ))

(ii) Dynamical quantities (“observables”) are represented by Hermitian operators:
A,B , … Their (real) eigenvalues correspond to possible measurement
outcomes.
Be {|n〉} an ON basis of eigenvectors of A. Hence, each state can be
expanded as:
|𝝍〉 = 𝑐𝑛 |𝑛〉 with: A ∙ 𝑛 = 𝑛 ∙ |𝑛〉

(iii) Born (1926): The probability to measure the eigenvalue 𝑛 of the observable A is
|𝑐𝑛 |2 (⇾ expectation value and measure of variation can be defined)
In general AB ≠ BA , holds i.e. AB -BA = [A,B] ≠ 0 (joint measurement not
possible)
1
𝒉
It holds: ΔA ∙ ΔB ⩾ | 𝝍 A, B 𝝍 |
e. g. 𝜟x ∙ 𝜟p ⩾
2
𝟒𝝅
“Heisenberg’s uncertainty relation” (HUR) 1927
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A system „decays“ into two sub-systems
Particle 1

Particle 2

𝝍(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ) =

𝑖
exp
𝑥 − 𝑥2 + 𝑥0 𝑝 𝑑𝑝
ℎ 1

Position measurement on system 1 yields 𝒙 → System 2 has position 𝒙 + 𝒙𝟎
Momentum measurement on sys. 1 yields 𝒑 → System 2 has momentum −𝒑
Definite Momentum and position of particle
2 established – in contradiction with HUR!

„without in any way disturbing“
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Reception of the EPR argument and how the story
continued…

Bell (1981): “Indeed I have very
little idea what this means.“
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Form EPR to the Bell inequality
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The three filter paradox
A second polarization filter blocks
some light which passes the first –
depending on the polarization axis

On an angle of 90𝑜 all light gets blocked.

If you put a third filter in between more
light gets through!?

This is correctly predicted by classical EM
and quantum theory!
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A (very much simplified) argument for Bell‘s theorem
Suppose, that “hidden variables” would
determine, whether a “photon” passes
through a filter. Let A, B or C denote
the set of photons with the property to
pass the corresponding filter.
“Bell inequality”:
|𝐴 ∩ 𝐶| ≥ |𝐴 ∩ 𝐵 ∩ 𝐶|
Experiment
(and QM prediction):

=0

>0

C
A

B

→ QM violates Bell’s inequality, i.e. such a property assignment
(by “hidden variables”) is impossible!
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However, the consecutive measurement could alter the state.
The situation should be turned into an simultaneous measurement:

This needs an „entangled“
pair of photons

A “properly” derived Bell inequality is
still violated by QM (and experiment).
There is apparently a connection
between time-like events in QM!
→ QM violates Bell’s inequality, i.e. such a property assignment by (local)
hidden variables is impossible.
https://www.reddit.com/r/quantum/comments/707dlt/bells_theorem_the_quantum_venn_diagram_paradox/
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The meaning of Bell’s theorem
Technically, Bell’s theorem (“QM violates the Bell inequality”) is
a no-go result:
• Local hidden variables can not reproduce the
(successfully tested) predictions of QM
• Common narrative: Bell shattered EPR’s dream. QM is
complete!
?????
EPR 1935

Cubitt et al.: Quantum mechanics is incomplete.
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The meaning of Bell’s theorem II
However, this reading of Bell’s theorem misses important
points:
• EPR (and Bell) are not assuming deterministic hidden
variables, but they follow from the premise of “local
causality”.
• The non-local QM correlations can not be used to
communicate faster than light, but…
• …”correlation cry out for an explanation” (Bell 2004, p.
152)
Bell (1964): Quantum mechanics is non-local.
See: Bricmont, J. (2015) “History of Quantum Mechanics or the Comedy of Errors”,
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.00294v1
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Summary and conclusion
Cubitt et al.: Quantum mechanics is incomplete.
Bell (1964): Quantum mechanics is non-local.
Both claims support an anti-reductionist intuition in the
sense of “More is different”, since in a non-local theory
the whole is “more than just the sum of its parts” either…
More technical: For an entangled EPR state the division
into proper parts is not even possible!
Many thanks for your attention!
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